
Ms. Cara Wilson 
833 Sunnit kve., 
Bagerstolin, ljd. 21740 

Dear Pis. Wilson, 

':hanks for ;,/our note. I do appreciate it. It is quite sa+Affying to know that 

these materials are of use to s udents. 

If L-.ou know any other students who want to do such studios, there are two 

other carp eta files at Mood and all that J- have is available here..Janie Hart can 

give any interested .stud ents an idea of their content and. e::tent. .1.e is wurld..ag 

in some of them now for a lawyer in algland and. I hope is finding the experience 

gratifyini;. She may or say not know it but she is to be asked to do that for BBC, 

from what its producer told me last night. 

Probably tootlate for your paper I located several files of clipA.ngs, 

which have been adued to the records at ood. 

You had not firtished your paper when Dr. 1-le:s:aright told me you'd male a 

good oral prenentation. I an sure it is a fine paper! 

manugiie 	-ens just b.fcre I enlisted in the dIroy in World War TT 

so I am not faniliar with what in new in getting published, other than in books — 

and you would not want to duplicate those experiences! 

In general, it is much better to have a literary agent and if you'd like I can 

explain this to you. There are such agents in Washington now and 	pretty sure in 

Baltimore. Before: you do ruch more t an having in mind what you want to do it would. 

probably be a good idea. 	Seek al <l e; 	itnci discuss shot you lane, 	min.d. They know 

the best approaches and who is interested in what. Good agents can aye the best advice. 

and do. :'m sorry I don t :rolow any. doom: of them are specialists, with spaciali in-
- 

t-A.7este in certain topics, like health or environment and they IstIneraly know their 

fields addax best. 

You can make submissions directly to publications. When I was aware of it what 

you submitted wars called a load and. suonary. You began trith 	fi"at paraipaph or so 

of the planned article and then summarized the rest. 

If you try ally-thing like this rerienber that different publications use stories 

of different leneths. .LOst have set limits on length but some still carry lengthy pieces. 

If you are unsure of what to do or how to do it I think moat publications in the 

Washington area would not regard a visit as a bore or burden and would. be 	to 

make suggestions and offer guidance, as in finding an agent. bone may also havo lists 

of agents. Or course, most agents are in iiew York Lity. I've just checked out old D.C. 

yellow section. It h s five listings under 'literary agents." 

/e(  « (6tL  Thannk and good luck! Harold Weinberg 
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